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iiAbstract

It’s expected that providing an adequate bicycling infrastructure will increase cycling

demand. This paper estimates the willingness to pay (WTP) of university students of

Barranquilla for a bikeway, and studies which factors influence this monetary value. Several

studies have pointed out the important influence that attitudes and perceptions have on bicycle

use. This investigation includes the psychological factors Environmental friendliness and pro-

vehicle attitude in a WTP model as latent variables (LV), and address the question of whether

these factors help to better explain the WTP. It was found that including the LV Environmental

friendliness and pro-vehicle attitude didn’t add any explanatory power to the WTP model. The

results show that the individual’s characteristics and trip’s characteristics are among the most

important variables which influence the WTP of university students for a cycling line.
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Introduction

Several efforts are being made worldwide to promote the use of the bicycle as an

environmental friendly and healthy mean of city transportation. Barranquilla is one of

these places; Barranquilla’s secretary of mobility launched in 2015 the Public Bicycle

System of Barranquilla (SIBAQ) program, which was aimed to foment the use of

bicycles for short urban trips.  However, this program had a limited impact and it is

evident that the occupation rate of public bicycles provided by the SIBAQ was low. For

this reason, the program was dismantled a few months after its implementation.

Barranquilla is considered as a city with an unfriendly and aggressive

environment for cyclists. The city does not have an adequate cycling infrastructure; in

consequence, cyclists must ride in congested roads competing with cars, buses,

motorcycles, and trucks. That could be one of the reasons why individuals would choose

to make urban trips with motorized vehicles rather than with bicycles. It is expected that

providing an adequate infrastructure the cycling demand in the city may be increased.

One of the biggest challenges of Barranquilla is how to develop an adequate high-

coverage cycling infrastructure, given its public budget limitations. Although this kind of

public goods is normally financed by the state, an alternative is to propose a mix-funding

scheme where the financial resources come partially from the users; for instance, a public

private partnership. In order to provide an optimal level of cycling infrastructure for the

city and evaluate the feasibility of such proposal, it is essential to estimate the willingness

to pay (WTP) of individuals for this public good. The WTP, defined as the maximum

amount a person would be willing to pay in order to receive a certain amount of a good,
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allows to measure what could be debited to the users if the public good is established, and

in this way to quantify the feasibility, social desirability and value of the investment

(Eboli & Mazzulla, 2008).

To understand and to study which variables influence the demand of riding

bicycles is essential in order to implement successful policies aimed at incrementing the

cycling demand (Ortúzar & Willumsen, 2011). In this paper, it will be analyzed the

factors that influence individuals’ WTP for an adequate cycling infrastructure, in order to

offer relevant policy recommendations aimed at incrementing the number of bicycle

users, particularly college students.

Not only measurable and observable factors, such as socioeconomic

characteristics and waiting time, have a relevant impact on cycling demand. There are

also psychological factors such as perceptions and attitudes, which are unobservable, that

have an important influence in this decision-making process. In order to obtain more

robust results with more explanatory power which can predict better the demand for

cycling, it is important to incorporate these psychological factors or latent variables.

In this paper, it will be examined which factors influence the monetary value of

university students of Barranquilla for a bikeway, by estimating their WTP for this public

good. For this purpose, a Stated Preference (SP) approach will be used. In addition,

subjective factors such as attitudes and perceptions of individuals that influence the

choice making process of riding a bicycle or not will be considered in the model as latent

variables.
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Three research questions will be addressed throughout this paper. The first one

relates to estimating the WTP of university students of Barranquilla for a cycling lane as

a transportation or recreation mode. The second inquires how socioeconomic

characteristics influence the WTP of individuals. Finally, it will be studied how attributes

and perceptions such as an environmental friendly attitude affect the WTP of students for

a cycleway.

This paper has the following structure. Section two presents a brief literature

review pertinent to this investigation. Section three provides the theoretic framework that

is used in order to correctly predict the WTP of individuals for a bikeway. Section four

introduces the methodology and data that is used in this study. Section five describes the

obtained results. The last section presents the relevant conclusions.

Literature review: cycling demand

The studies aimed at estimating the bicycling demand are divided by the level of

aggregation they use. Aggregate cycling models use data based on averages at zonal

level. They include comparison studies, potential demand, behavior studies, and sketch

plan methods (Maldonado-Hinarejo et. al, 2014; Muñoz et. al, 2016).

Examples of investigations carried out using aggregate data include the work of

Fournier et al. (2016) who used a sinusoidal model for estimating the seasonal cycling

demand with data from counters and bike-share systems of multiple cities.  In a similar

way, Thomas et al. (2012) estimated the weather’s effect on the bicycle use choice in the

Netherlands using a regression model with data collected on 16 cycle paths. Parkin et al.

(2007), Rietveld et al. (2004) and Vandenbulcke et al. (2011) studied the determinants of
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bicycle mode share using data from 2001 UK census, from 103 Dutch municipalities and

from 589 municipalities in Belgium, respectively. All of these studies performed

regression analysis.

Studies that use aggregate data are not frequent nowadays in recent literature,

since they have been vastly criticized for their low flexibility, high cost, and inaccuracy

(Ortúzar & Willumsen, 2011). In contrast, disaggregate models, offer substantial

advantages over aggregate approaches. Since they are based on individual level data, they

provide more useful information that can be used as determinants of bicycle choice

behavior, hence allowing more realistic models to be estimated (Ortúzar & Willumsen,

2011).

In addition, disaggregate models, unlike aggregate approaches, are not based on a

descriptive vision of the demand. Instead, they try to explain the behavior of each

individual in a desagregate manner (Ortúzar & Román, 2003). Another advantage that

this kind of model offers is that they allow to include psychological indicators and

subjective variables such as perceptions or attitudes, which may be relevant to the bicycle

mode choice. Several studies confirm the advantages of using disaggregate data for

studying the behavior of bike users (Maldonado-Hinarejos, 2014; Ortúzar,2000; Habib,

2014).

Factors influencing bicycle mode choice

The determinants of bicycle use choice can be divided in the following categories:

Characteristics of the individuals and households. These include gender,

income, age, level of studies, car and bicycle ownership, currently mode used, ethnicity,
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and number of children. Several studies agree that the young are the sector of population

which are most likely to commute by cycle (Ortúzar et al., 2000; Maldonado-Hinarejos et

al.,2014). It also seems that being male increases the probability of choosing bicycle

mode (Ortúzar et al., 2000; Maldonado-Hinarejos et al.,2014; Fernández-Heredia et al.,

2016; Delmelle et al., 2012), most studies agree that this is a consequence of female’s

higher concern for safety, since they consider cycling as a dangerous mean of

transportation. In addition, car ownership and use shows to have a negative correlation

with the propensity to cycle (Fernández-Heredia et al., 2016; Ortúzar et al., 2000), while

pedestrians are among the most willing to use the bicycle. Furthermore, the majorities of

the studies identified in the literature have found that the higher the income, the lower the

probability to cycle (Ortúzar et al. 2000; Habib et al.,2014).

Trip characteristics such as travel time, cost and distance also have a relevant

impact on cycling mode choice. The first two attributes have an undoubted negative

impact on bicycle use (Fernández-Heredia et al., 2016; Rybarczyk et al., 2014).

Although distance also shows to be negatively correlated with cycling propensity

(Rybarczyk et al., 2014; Delmelle et al, 2012), it could be argued that for very short

distances, walking would be preferred over cycling.

Environmental and contextual variables such as weather and topography

(Majumdara et al., 2013; Rybarczyk et al., 2014); Bicycle use is limited in cities with an

unfriendly climate and strong slopes. On the other hand, bicycle facilities also play a

crucial role in this matter; several investigations have found that providing an adequate

bicycling infrastructure, such as parking spots and bikeways would significantly
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increment cycling demand (Rybarczyk et al., 2014; Majumdara et al., 2013;

Pucher,2008).

Subjective variables including perceptions, attitudes and psychological factors

have gained importance in the last years as determinants of the behavior of bike users.

Those subjective variables are modeled as latent variables (LV) (Fernández-Heredia et

al., 2016; Muños et al., 2016).

Studies that consider latent variables

There have been various research papers aimed at estimating the demand of

cycling with the inclusion of psychometric data. Example of that is the work of

Fernandez-Hereida et al. (2014), who developed a discrete use intention cycling model

including LV related to psychological factors of the individuals which may explain the

decision-making process of choosing whether riding a bicycle or not.  They found that

pro-bike perception, convenience and external restrictions were relevant to determine the

choice of cycling. The authors also found that pro-bike perception was an especially

important explanatory variable, suggesting that individuals appreciate the intrinsic

advantages and benefits of riding bicycle, such as their environmental friendliness and

healthiness. The authors concluded that policies aimed at raising the favorable image of

cycling by increasing its positive perception  and acceptance so that spreading its benefits

by means of adequate incentives will have an important effect on increasing its use.

Following a similar approach, Nurul Habib et al. (2014) estimated the demand for

cycling in the city of Toronto including two LV: the safety consciousness and the

perception of bikeability. The authors found that those LV have a significant impact in
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the choice of cycling. They suggested that successful policies aimed at promoting bicycle

usage should have in consideration individual perceptions and psychology.

The research conducted by Gutierrez et al. (2017) investigated the demand for

cycling for college students commuting in Barranquilla, a city considered to have an

aggressive and dangerous traffic environment, especially for cyclists. In the model, the

researchers included the LV risk, which they associated with stress, weather and

imprudence of cyclists, in order to determine if these variables affect the choice making

process of the individuals. The authors found that the LV risk has a significant negative

effect on the utility that each individual derive from riding bicycle. The study also found

that students will be more willing to commute by bicycle if shower-lockers and a cycle-

line were available.

Sigurdardottir et al. (2013) investigated the intentions of adolescents of Denmark

to commute by car or bicycle as future adults. Based on the theory of planned behavior,

the authors included latent constructs such as behavioral attitudes, subjective norms, and

social values. The investigation concluded that the parents have an important role in

shaping the adolescent travel experience; if the parents go to work by bicycle then it’s

likely that their children will have a positive cycling perception and experience.  The

authors also concluded that adolescent’s intention to drive to work are positively

associated with a higher subjective norm of car ownership.

Using a hybrid discrete choice model and data from a stated preference (SP)

survey in London, Maldonado-Hinarejos et al. (2014) also analyzed the impacts that

attitudes and perceptions have on the demand of cycling. After carrying out a Principal
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Component Analysis the authors identified four LV as the most influential of the choice

of cycling:  Pro-bike, Image, Context and Stress.  They resulted statistically significant

and give explanatory power to the model, since the likelihood ratio decreased when these

variables were accounted for.

Studies that estimate user’s monetary value for cycling facilities

Most of investigation which have attempted to estimate the monetary cost of

cycling facilities, have focused on performing a cost-benefit analysis of the bicycling

infrastructure (Sælensminde, 2004). However, few studies have been aimed to estimate

the individual willingness to pay.

Lierop et al. (2012) estimated the WTP of Montreal citizens for a secure bicycle

parking (SBP) with a contingency valuation method (CVM) survey. The authors found

that theft risk determine the WTP for this kind of infrastructure. In addition, younger,

lower income and experienced cyclist have a lower propensity to pay for SBP.

On the other hand, to the best of author’s knowledge, Laird et al. (2013) is the

only investigation that attempts to estimate the WTP for a cycling-lane. They estimated

the WTP for cycleways and footpaths in rural roads with data collected from a survey

performed on three different areas of Ireland. The authors used a double bounded CVM

in order to find the WTP of individuals for the facilities. Laird et al. (2013) found that the

higher the distance of the household from the infrastructure, the less it values it. The

study also concluded that the WTP decreases with the distance to the nearest town and

increases when the model is controlled by car ownership as proxy of income.
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Summary

The variables that influence the bicycling demand include socioeconomic

characteristics of the individuals, trip characteristics, environmental variables and

subjective variables. Several investigations have pointed out the importance of including

subjective variables, such as perceptions and attitudes, in the econometric modelling of

the bicycle use choice. The Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model is the

most common approach found in the literature for modelling with latent constructs.

Studies aimed at estimating the WTP of individuals for cycling facilities are

scarce. In the explored literature, the WTP models have focused on observable variables

such as socioeconomic and trip characteristics and none of the investigations included LV

into their analysis. In addition, to best of author’s knowledge, Laird et al. (2013) is the

only investigation that estimates the WTP for a cycling lane.

Theoretic framework

One of the most used tool to estimate the monetary value of providing a certain

level of a public good is the contingency valuation method (CVM), a kind of SP

technique. One of the major advantages of the CVM is its flexibility, since its allows to

measure the valuation of individuals for a good that is not yet traded in the market by

constructing hypothetic scenarios experiments and asking individuals to state their

preferences (Carson & Hanemann, 2005). Given this advantage, in this study the CVM

was used in order to estimate how the public value the inclusion of an adequate bikeway

in Barranquilla.
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A downwards iterative bidding game, which lies under the framework of the

CVM, was employed. In this format, all respondents face the same initial bid for the

bikeway ( ), if they ‘accept’ it, the survey concludes, if they ‘reject’ it, a lower bid is

offered( ). If individuals agree to pay , the survey ends, otherwise, a lower

bid ( ) is proposed. This game is repeated until the respondent ‘accepts’ the bid or

until the lowest bid ( ) is reached. This results in an interval in which the WTP is

known to lie.

Willingness to pay modeling

In order to estimate the WTP of individuals, two main approaches are taken in the

literature. The first one is to directly specify a distribution for the WTP, by considering

that it is a function of some covariates, which define its mean, and a random term.  The

second approach, based on the Random Utility Maximization (RUM) theory, introduces

the random term directly into the utility function. In RUM models, it is assumed that

while individuals know their preferences with certainty, the econometric modeler cannot

capture them with exactitude, since their preferences have certain components that are

unobservable to him (Carson & Hanemann, 2005).

Specifying a direct distribution for the WTP constitutes the most adequate way to

estimate the WTP for a certain good when an iterative bidding game CV model was

employed (Cawley, 2008; GwanSeon et. al, 2011; Shen, 2012; Carson et. al, 2005; Kpadé

et. al 2017). In this case, an interval regression model, which is similar as an ordinal

model in which the thresholds are fixed, can be used in order to estimate the WTP of

individuals. In this case, the formulas of the responses probabilities are given by:
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For identification purposes, the scale factor of the logistic distribution was set to

one.

Latent variables modeling

Latent variables are unmeasurable and intangible factors that influence the

behavior of individuals. One of the main characteristics of those variables is their

subjectivity, which means that they vary with person to person. In order to identify the

LV a survey with psychometric indicators, which captures individuals perceptions or

attitudes, need to be performed (Ortúzar et al, 2011; Walker, 2001).

Researches have used various approaches in order to include psychological factors

such as perceptions and attitudes into econometric models. The first one consists on

including the indicators of the latent constructs directly into the model, which in the case

regarding this paper will be in the WTP equation. If many indicators point to one LV, a

factor analysis can be performed in order to extract the underlying latent factors which

will be used in the main model (Walker, 2001).

Although this approach was used in a fair amount in the past, nowadays it is

recognized that this is not the best technique for modelling with LV, since the indicators

are not causal, highly dependent on the way that the survey question is made, and,

especially, they are not available for forecasting (Walker, 2001).   It’s then needed a

model that can explicitly analyze latent factors using observable characteristics of the

individuals and that can extrapolate the psychometric data in order to make predictions.

The Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model is presented as solution to this

problems (Ortúzar et al, 2011; Walker, 2001).
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The MIMIC framework includes two additional type of equations into the initial

model; the structural equation Eq. (5), which links observable characteristic of the

individuals ( rqX )   with the   LV ( *

q
X ), and the measurement equation Eq. (6), which

links the unobservable LV to its indicators ( qI ).

*

q r rq q
r

X X   (5)

*
q i iq q

i

I X   (6)

Where q and q are random terms with zero mean and a specified distribution, in

addition, r and i correspond to unknown parameters to be estimated.

Since the indicators are organized in a Likert scale, it is appropriate to represent

the measurement equation as an ordinal regression (OR), which takes into consideration

the ordinal nature of the indicators. The OR uses a censoring mechanism in order to

define the different categories of the underlying response Eq. (7) (Cantillo et al, 2015).

*
1

*
1 2

*

1

2

qu qu u

qu u qu u

qu ku qu

I if I

I if I

I k if I



 



   

  

   


(7)
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qu iu iq qu

i
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Where *
quI is the latent construct that represents the unobservable exact level of

preference of each indicator u , which is a function, of the LV and an error term ( q ) Eq.

(7).  In addition, ku corresponds to a threshold that define each category and that has to
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be estimated. A normally distributed error term gives place to an ordinal probit model,

while an ordinal logit model takes place if the error term follows a logistic distribution. In

this investigation it will be assumed that the random terms obey to a logistic distribution,

then the probability that an individual choose a category k is giving by:

* *
( 1)

* *
( 1)

( | )

1 1

ku iu iq k u iu iq
i i

ku iu iq k u iu iq
i i
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*
qX (9)

Hybrid model

In order to estimate the parameters of the integrated model its likelihood function

has to be maximized. Since it’s only known the distribution of the latent constructs, the

likelihood has to be built upon the integral of the vector of LV Eq (10).

*

1 2 3

( ,

( | , (

q

q

X

P y

f y f f d



   q q

q q
σ η ς

* * * *
q q q q q

σ ς η

I | X ;δ,θ,β,α, ) =

X , X ; β,α, ) I | X ;δ, ) (X | X ;θ, ) X
(10)

Where the first term ( 1f ) corresponds to the probability of the WTP, the second

term ( 2f ) correspond to the density function of measurement equation and the third term

( 3f ) to density function of the structural equation. In order to estimate the unknown

parameters, the maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) methodology is used. This method

takes D random draws of the LV from their distribution; then it computes the likelihood

function for each of these values and takes its average in order to obtain an approximated

probability P Eq. (10). The function that has to be maximized corresponds to the sum of

the logarithm of P for each individual Eq. (11) (Walker, 2001).
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Methodology and data

In this section is introduced a portrayal of the study site. Afterwards is presented a

description of the instrument used to estimate the WTP. Finally, the econometric model

used in this investigation is described in detail.

Study site

This study was conducted in Barranquilla, Colombia on four of the main

universities of the city: Universidad Del Norte, Universidad Simon Bolivar, Universidad

Del Atlántico and Universidad Autónoma del Caribe, Figure 1. The sample used in this

investigation is representative of the total university population in the city, which is

around 105.503 students (Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 2014). Others universities

that were not included in the sample, such as La Universidad de la Costa and Universidad

Metropolitana, are also potential bike users.

Considering a proportional sample according to the population of each university,

the survey was initially conducted on 138 students from Universidad del Atlántico

(38.3%), on 80 individuals from Universidad del Norte (22.2%), on 80 students from
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Universidad Simon Bolivar (22.2%), and on 62 students from Universidad Autónoma del

Caribe (17.2%). This gives a total of 360 surveyed students.

Barranquilla is a tropical city, with an average temperature and humidity of 27°C

and 79.8% respectively, and it has a low precipitation pattern concentrated in few

periods. On average, the city reaches its maximum temperature at 38°C, and its minimum

at 20°C (IDEAM, s.f.). The city also has a relative flat terrain and strong slopes are rare.

In Barranquilla, the public transportation, which is composed in majority of

private bus companies, is the mean of transportation most used, including the BRT

system called Transmetro; around 43% of the urban trips made in the city are covered in

buses.  The mode of share of walking is also high, with a representation of 30% of the

trips. About 11% of the displacements carried out in Barranquilla use private motorized

vehicles. On the other hand, only 1.3% of the urban trips use the bicycle as mean of

transportation; the poor cycling infrastructure that has the city, which makes cycling a

dangerous activity, could explain this low sharing (Unión Temporal GSD+ Moviconsult,

2013)

Figure 1. Location of Universities.
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Methodology

In this research, it was used data provided by the survey “environment and

mobility”, which was designed and applied on May of 2016 by students in their 6th

semester of the  economics program from Universidad del Norte as part of the final

project of the course “Economic measurement”. During the survey was collected state

preference (SP) data concerning to environmental and related attitudes. The survey,

which is presented in the appendix section, has four parts, in the first one socioeconomic

characteristic information of the individuals was gathered.  In the second section, students

were asked to rate different statements relating to perception and attitudes toward the

environment using a Likert scale. In the third section, two opposite types of policies were

contrasted and individuals were asked to choose the level of acceptance for an agreement

of each policy.

Originally, the indicators provided by the second and third section of the survey

were organized in a five-level Likert scale. However, the original five responses

categories, were merged into three in order to reduce the complexity of the estimation of

the MIMIC model. The final categories were: agree (ratings values 1 and 2), neither agree

or disagree (rating value 3) and disagree (rating value 4 and 5).

Finally, in the last section it was employed a downwards iterative CVM in order

to estimate the WTP of students for a cycling lane. In the valuation scenario it was

supposed to individuals that a cycling lane, which consisted of a road separated from the

flow of cars and buses, was constructed from their living place to their university but in

order to finance it, a toll was established (See Apendix section). Then, it was asked to
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survey respondents, if they were willing to use the bikeway if they had to pay $1500 cop

for its use. If they said yes that means that their WTP for the bike-way is higher or equal

than $1500 cop, if they said no they were asked if they would use it if it costed $1000

cop, if they said yes that means that their willingness to pay was between $1500 cop and

$1000 cop, if they said no a lower value was asked, and this was repeated until the

individuals answered “yes” or until they reported that their willingness to pay was lower

than $200 cop. This bidding game is depicted in figure 1. It was assumed that individuals

were not willing to pay a higher price for the cycling line than that of the competing

public transportation system in Barranquilla, which costed $1600   at the time the survey

was carried out, that’s why the initial value was established at $1500.

One limitation of this investigation may be that an exhaustive description of the

attributes of the cycling lane was not performed in the valuation scenario. The only

characterization that it was made resided in explaining to the respondents that the

constructed cycling lane consisted in a separated road from the flow of cars and buses.

Figure 2. Downwards iterative bidding game.

Socioeconomic profile

The final data after depuration was of 335 individuals, 185 were females and 150

were males. 55.7% of the respondents belonged to the middle socioeconomic stratum,
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33% of them belonged to the upper class and 11.3% belonged to the lowest

socioeconomic stratum.  In addition, about 13.4 % of the surveyed students have monthly

expenses higher than $600.000 cop.

The most common mean of transportation used by the surveyed students was the

bus; 80.9% of the individuals answered that it was their most frequently used mode of

transportation to go to the university. About 8.06% and 2.99% of the respondents

revealed that they normally use the car and motorcycle for this utilitarian travel purpose,

respectively. Around 3.8% of the students stated that they go walking to their university.

3.58% of the respondents stated that they normally use the motorcycle taxi. No individual

revealed that they use the bicycle as the most frequently mean of transportation to go to

their study place. On the other side, 42.62% and 25.97% of the respondents own a car and

a motorcycle in their households, respectively.

The surveyed students were divided by career in five categories: administrative

science and economy (ASE); science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM);

politics and laws (PL); humanities (Hum); Health (Health); Education (Edu); and arts and

architecture (AA).  About 26.27% of the individuals belonged to CSE careers, 28.35% to

STEM, 10.44% to PL, 7.76% to Hum, 10.15% to Health, 10.7% to Edu and 5.9% to AA.

In addition, 31.34% of the individuals stated that they were willing to pay $1500

cop for the cycling lane, 19.1% respondents stated that their WTP was between $1500

and $1000 cop, for 22.68% of the students it was acceptable to pay between $1000 and

$500 cop for the cycling lane, only 9.25% of the respondents stated that their WTP was
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between $500 and $200 cop, and finally, 17.61% of the individuals stated that their WTP

was lower than $200 cop (See table 1).

Table 1: WTP preliminary results
Ranges

1500≤WTP 1000≤WTP< 1500 500≤WTP< 1000 200≤WTP< 500 WTP< 200
Percentages 31.34% 19.1% 22.68% 9.25% 17.61%

Empirical model

The econometric modelling was developed using OxMetric software which is

built in the Ox programming language for econometrics and statistics. In a first approach,

it was estimated the model without latent variables. Afterwards, an econometric model

which included the LVs environmental friendliness and Pro-vehicle attitude was

estimated. In order to avoid negative values, it was assumed that the WTP followed a

log-logistic distribution.

Model without latent variables

In table 2 is presented the best willingness to pay models estimated without latent

variables. The explanatory variables that were considerate are:

 Distance. This variable was computed using google maps. It corresponds

to the distance in km from the respondent’s home to their university.

 Distance Square. Corresponds to the square of the distance.

 Female. Dummy variable which takes the value 1 for females.

 High expenditures. Dummy variable which takes the value 1 for students

with expenses superior than $600.000 cop.

 Career (CAE & STEM, PL, Health & AA). Dummies variables which

take the value 1 if the respondent studies the career they refer to.
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 Mode (Car, Motorcycle, Walking, Motorcycle Taxi). Dummies variables

which take the value 1 if the respondent normally uses the mode they refer

to.

 Car Ownership. Dummy variables which takes the value 1 for students

which own at least one car in their household.

 Motorcycle Ownership. Dummy variables which takes the value 1 for

students which own at least one motorcycle in their household.

 Socioeconomic stratum (Medium, High). Dummies variables which take

the value 1 if the respondent belong to the socioeconomic stratum they

refer to.

The socioeconomic stratum of the individuals was initially considered, but was

left out the model because it was not statistically significant, the same occurred with the

variable Motorcycle Ownership. On the other hand, after applying the likelihood-ratio

(LR) test, it was also found that respondents that studied ASE careers behaved in a

statistically equal way than STEM students, that’s why they were coupled in one

variable, the same occurred with Health and AA, and with Hum and Edu students. In

addition, the variables female and Mode- Private vehicle were drop from the final model,

which is the second, because of their lack of statistical significance. The variable car

ownership was not drop because of its potential microeconomic relevance.

Interesting conclusions can be derived from these results. In a first instance, it

seems that WTP is a quadratic function of the distance; the disposition to pay for a

bikeway increases with the distance until it reaches a maximum, afterwards, the WTP
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starts to decrease.  This could be due to the fact that for short trips, the benefits that

individuals derive in terms of time and security are lower than those for larger trips, in

addition, for very short trips, there are substitutes which are free of cost such as walking.

However, for large distances, the trip becomes non-viable and the bicycle mode losses

attraction.

The empirical model also reveals, that Hum and Edu students have the highest

propensity to pay for a cycling lane, while PL students have the lowest. It is also

clear than individuals who usually walk, use the motorcycle or the motorcycle taxi, have

a lower disposition to pay than those who use the public transportation system (Buses).

Motorcycle and motorcycle taxi users may regard highly the speed that this type of

transportation provides, for this reason the bicycle mode may not be an attractive choice

for them.  On the other hand, it results interesting that car user seem to have the same

WTP than bus users.

Table 2. log(WTP) models without LV.
Variable description Model 1 Model 2

Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value
Distance 0.100 3.310 0.101 3.349
Distance Square -0.002 -2.011 -0.002 -2.057
Female 0.168 1.020
High expenditures -0.687 -2.496 -0.682 -2.495
Career-ASE & STEM -0.373 -1.579 -0.397 -1.699
Career-PL -0.938 -2.354 -0.970 -2.457
Career-He & AA -0.566 -1.992 -0.572 -2.014
Mode-Car -0.008 -0.031
Mode- Motorcycle -0.637 -1.681 -0.662 -1.691
Mode- Walking -0.899 -2.017 -0.855 -1.926
Mode-Motorcycle taxi -1.643 -3.173 -1.658 -3.275
Car ownership 0.213 1.177 0.219 1.233
Constant 6.553 20.568 6.705 22.178
Log-Likelihood -513.971 -514.346

The obtained results related to the mode walking may seem to contradict the

reviewed literature, which states that people who walk are among the most willing to

choose the bicycle mode (Fernández-Heredia et al., 2016; Ortúzar et al., 2000).  But this
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apparently contradictory result is explained by the cost that each mode has; since mode

walking users don’t have to pay a fee, it results evident that they would have a lower

WTP for cycling facilities, however this does not mean that they would be less likely to

use the bicycle.

Although not statistically significant, it seems that the WTP increases with car

ownership. This goes in line with Laird et al. (2013), who pointed out that the correlation

that it exists between car ownership and household income explained this tendency. It is

interesting that the results also show evidence that indicate that students with high

expenses have a lower deposition to pay for a cycling lane. This goes in line with studies

that have found that high income individuals are the least likely to choose the bicycle

mode (Ortúzar et al., 2000; Habib et al., 2014). This apparently contradictory result may

be consequence of the fact that medium income individuals also tend to own a car in their

household; perhaps students with medium income have the highest WTP for a cycling

lane, while high income individual have the lowest WTP.

Finally, the regression results of the baseline model, which correspond to model 2

in table 2, were used to estimate the individual WTP and to compute both the mean and

the median WTP from the sample, which generated the results $1103.891 and $946.35,

respectively.

Model with latent variable

As a preliminary analysis, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using

all available indicators, which are displayed in table 3, in order to identify the most

relevant components that explained the majority of the variability of the data. The most
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significant factors, which explained 25% of the variance of the data, were named

environmental friendliness and pro-vehicle.

Table 3: Indicators collected in the survey
Likert scale

Indicators Description 1 2 3
I1 Atmospheric contamination is affecting my life 16,7% 22,1% 61,2%
I2 I would never consider throwing solid waste in public places, even though there are not

places where to dispose them.
18,8% 9,6% 71,6%

I3 The city has an adequate infrastructure for the final disposition of solid waste 59,7% 28,7% 11,6%
I4 I prefer the use of low consumption vehicles even though they are more expensive. 34,9% 31,6% 33,4%
I5 In dry seasons  water must be costlier in order to moderate its consumption 40,6% 26,0% 33,4%
I6 If there were secure roads for cycling, I would go to work in bicycle. 26,0% 16,7% 57,3%
I7 Economic development can't be  priority  if it involves environmental sacrifices 20,0% 20,3% 59,7%
I8 The climate keeps me away from walking or cycling. 17,0% 20,9% 62,1%
I9 After a level of electricity or water consumption, the charge must be higher 33,7% 27,8% 38,5%
I10 I prefer to buy environmental friendly products even though they are more expensive. 19,7% 30,4% 49,9%
I11 Environmental norms are not  an obstacle for progress and economic development 24,5% 26,9% 48,7%
I12 Sanitary tax must be higher for those who don´t classify and recycle their solid waste. 20,3% 22,7% 57,0%
I13 If there where an adequate infrastructure for recycling, I would recycle 9,3% 11,0% 79,7%
I14 To invest in a good public transportation system is a better government policy than to

invest in the enlargement of roads and highways in order to improve the transit of vehicles
36,7% 13,1% 50,1%

I15 To invest in green areas is a better government policy than to invest in the enlargement of
public roads and the construction of bridges.

38,5% 15,2% 46,3%

I16 To invest in more pedestrian platforms and cycling lanes is a better government policy than
to invest in additional road rails or parking lots.

19,4% 17,6% 63,0%

I17 To increase gas tax in order to reduce its consumption and emissions is a better
government policy than to eliminate the gas tax in order to cheapen its costs.

33,4% 25,4% 41,2%

I18 To charge vehicles for parking in the streets  is a better government policy than to provide
more space in the roads for free parking lots

39,1% 25,1% 35,8%

I19 To invest in solar panels and other clean sources of energy even though they imply a higher
cost is a better government policy than to invest in thermoelectric   plants which have a
lower cost.

18,5% 16,1% 65,4%

In this investigation, 1000 draws from the error terms associated to the latent

variables, which were assumed that followed a lognormal distribution, were used in order

to estimate the models. In addition, the system of equations was estimated

simultaneously, since it was noted in the literature that this approach constituted an

improvement over sequential methods, because it produces efficient, consistent and

unbiased estimate of the parameters (Walker, 2001).

The LV environmental friendliness is measured by items related to the eco-friendly

behavior of the respondent and the general level of acceptance of policies aimed at
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protecting the environment. On the other hand, pro-vehicle is embraced by indicators

related to the individual’s level of agreement on car-oriented policies.

It's expected that the WTP for a bikeway increases with environmental friendliness,

since individuals with a higher environmental concern should be aware of the negative

effects that car use have on the environment and will make an extra effort to reduce their

ecological footprint by using the bicycle (Sigurdardottir et al., 2013).

Furthermore, since individuals with a car-oriented vision (higher pro-vehicle) would

prefer to commute by motorized vehicles than by bicycle, it is expected that they would

have a lower disposition to pay for cycling infrastructure.

In figure 3 is displayed a graphical representation of the estimated MIMIC model: on

the left side is displayed the most relevant indicators related to the proposed LV

(measurement equation) and on the right side is presented the socioeconomic

characteristics of the individuals which explain those LV (structural equation).

Before analyzing the results, which are displayed in table 4 and 5, is important to

remark that the order of the indicators, except of those related to perceptions, was

changed in order to obtain in the right side of the Likert scale the most environmental

friendly attitude, as it’s displayed in table 4. In this sense, if the sign of a variable in the

structural equation of the latent variable pro-vehicle is positive (negative), that means that

the propensity to have a pro-vehicle attitude decreases (increases) with this covariate.

Taking this into account, it can be concluded that, as expected, the propensity to have

a pro-vehicle attitude increases with car and motorcycle ownership. In addition, car users
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have a higher tendency to have an attitude in pro of motorized vehicles than bus and other

mode of transportation users.

Figure 3. Graphical representation of the estimated MIMIC model.

It is clear that students belonging to the lower and medium socioeconomic stratum

have the lowest and highest tendency to have a vehicle oriented attitude, respectively.

However, it seems that individuals belonging to the medium and high economic stratum

value in a similar way the LV Pro-vehicle.

Finally, although not statistically significant, it seems that students belonging to

STEM and Edu careers have the lowest and highest propensity to have a pro-vehicle

attitude, respectively. The careers Health, Hum, PL, ASE and AA were grouped into one

category, since it was noted that they affected in a statistically similar way Pro-vehicle.

On the other hand, it seems that females tend to have a more environmental friendly

attitude than males, this goes in line with the findings of Sigurdardottir et al. (2013). It

was also found that students from high and low economic stratum value in a statistically
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similar way environmental friendliness, and that individuals from the medium class have

the lowest tendency to have an environmental friendly behavior.

Table 4: MIMIC model parameter estimation
Environmental friendliness Pro-vehicle

Measurement equation Parameters t-value Parameters t-value
I7 0,658 2,661
I10 0,964 3,290
I11 0,417 2,638
I12 0,463 2,368
I13 5,644 1,939
I14 0,726 2,075
I15 0,485 2,161
I16 0,751 2,128 4,919 1,940
I17 1,194 2,661
I18 0,997 2,696
I19 0,924 2,577
Structural equation
Female 0,202 1,366
Career-STEM 0,307 1,832 0,229 1,367
Career-Edu 0,489 2,076 -0,533 -1,534
Career-Health -0,400 -1,646
Career-Hum
Economic stratum-Medium -0,374 -2,530 -0,701 -3,363
Economic stratum-High -0,619 -1,900
Car ownership -0,226 -1,227
Motorcycle ownership -0,420 -2,224
Mode-Car -0,598 -1,409

It was also found that the academic degree is clearly associated with environmental

friendliness; students from Edu and Health careers value the most and the least this LV,

respectively. Given that students from Hum, PL, ASE and AA affect in a statistically

equal way environmental friendliness, they were grouped into one category.

The results of the willingness to pay model with the inclusion of latent variables is

presented in table 5. The LV environmental friendliness has the expected sign but Pro-

vehicle doesn’t. However, neither environmental friendliness nor Pro-vehicle are

statistically different to zero. In addition, the goodness of fit of the model in terms of the

log likelihood function doesn’t improve in comparison to the base model (see table 2). The
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main conclusion that can be derived from these results, is that the considered latent

variables don’t add any explanatory power into the willingness to pay model.

Table 5. WTP models with latent variables
Variable description Coefficient t-value
Distance 0,108 3,438
Distance square -0,002 -2,178
High expenditures -0,693 -2,528
Career-CAE & STEM -0,365 -1,553
Career-PL -0,955 -2,416
Career-He & AA -0,548 -1,931
Mode-Motorcycle -0,696 -1,778
Mode- Walking -0,864 -1,941
Mode-Motorcycle taxi -1,667 -3,297
Car ownership 0,175 0,942
Environmental friendliness 0,013 0,509
Pro-vehicle -0,132 -0,896
Constant 6,757 21,853
Log Likelihood -514,15

It was inquired whether adding the socioeconomic characteristics of the individual

in both the WTP model and in the latent variable model through the structural equation

reduced the impact that environmental friendliness and Pro-vehicle had on the WTP. In

order to address this inquiry, a new WTP model with only the intercept, the LV and the

trip characteristics variables was estimated. However, doing this didn’t improve the

results; the LV kept being statistically not significant.

Since all the surveyed individuals were university students, the variability in tastes

and perception may be very low. Hence, the lack of significance of the studied LV might

be caused by the high homogeneity of the data. In addition, it could be also argued that

although individuals with a higher environmental concern may have a higher disposition

to use the bicycle mode, this does not mean that they will have a higher WTP for a bikeway,

since respondents may not see this facility as a requisite to use the bike.  Maybe is the latent

factor risk the most influential LV in explaining the individual’s WTP for a cycling lane,

since the main purpose of this facility is to provide a safe environment for cyclist.
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In addition, according to Walker (2001) for the successful application of the latent

variables modelling using the MIMIC approach is necessary first to think about the

behavioral hypothesis underlying the choices, then develop the theoretical framework, and,

only then,  design the survey and psychometric indicators that will be used to support the

model. However in this investigation the survey was designed without taking in mind the

behavioral and theoretical framework of the WTP model; the researches pursued to fit the

model into the data, but not the data into the model, as is recommended by Walker (2011).

Finally, from the results of this paper it cannot be concluded that including LV into

choice and behavioral models does not offer distinct advantages, such as incrementing the

explanatory power of the model and presenting a more satisfying representation of the

individual’s behavior.

Conclusion

The share of the bicycle transportation mode in Barranquilla is still low, according

to Unión Temporal GSD and Moviconsult (2013) only about 1.3% of the urban trips that

take place within city are realized by this mean of transportation. One of the reasons why

individuals would choose to make urban trips with motorized vehicles rather than with

bicycles, is the absence of an adequate cycling infrastructure, which makes cycling a

dangerous mean of transit-

It is expected that having an adequate infrastructure will increase the cycling

demand in the city. In order to provide an optimal level of cycling facilities and to find

ways to finance it is essential to estimate its monetary value perceived by citizens.

Considering this, in this investigation the WTP of university students of Barranquilla for
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a cycling lane has been estimated. The findings reveal that the mean and the median

WTP from the sample, are $1103.891 and $946.35 cop, respectively.

The factors which influence the monetary value of university students for a

cycling lane were also studied. It was found that the trip length, measured by the

distance, is one of the most influential variables explaining the WTP; the willingness to

pay for a bikeway increases with the trip length until it reaches a maximum, afterwards,

the WTP starts to decrease. The WTP also varies with the current mode of transportation

used by the potential cyclists, for instance, bus and car users have the highest WTP for a

bikeway. The academic degree and income of the students also showed to be important

factors explaining the WTP.

It was inquired whether subjective variables such as perceptions and attitudes

affected the WTP of individuals for a bikeway. In order to address this question, two

LVs, which were named environmental friendliness and Pro-vehicle, were added into the

baseline model using a MIMIC approach. The results showed that those LVs don’t add

any explanatory power to the WTP model, also, those variables don´t improved the

goodness of fit of the model and they were found to be statistically insignificant.

However, there may be reasons explaining the lack of significance of the studied LV.

Finally, all in all, the results support the existence of a potential market for

cycling infrastructure in Barranquilla, so that, it can be expected that providing adequate

cycling facilities in the city, even at a cost, will increase the bicycle demand. Is

important to remark, however, that one limitation of this study is that it didn’t take into

consideration the frequency that the bikeway will be used for the potential cyclists.
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